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The candidates are not the first to blame for this.

The  first  to  blame  are  the  moderators  of  such  debates,  the  alleged  journalists  (and  their
overlords) who do not ask questions that are relevant for the life of the general votes and
who do not intervene at all when the debaters run off course.

The second group to blame are the general  horse-race media who each play up their
(owner’s) special-interest hobbyhorses as if those will be the decisive issue for the next four
years. The candidates fight for the attention of these media and adopt to them.

I didn’t watch yesterday’s debate but every media I skimmed tells me that Clinton was
gorgeous and Trump very bad. That means she said what they wanted to hear and Trump
didn’t. It doesn’t say what other people who watched though of it. Especially in the rural
parts of the country they likely fear the consequences of climate change way more than
Russia, ISIS and Iran together.

Another reason why both candidates avoided to bring up the issues low in the list above is
that both hold positions that are socially somewhat liberal and both are corporatists. None of
those low ranked issues is personally relevant to them. No realistic answer to these would
better  their  campaign  finances  or  their  personal  standing  in  the  circles  they  move  in.
Personally they are both east coast elite and don’t give a fu***** sh** what real people care
about.

As far as I can discern it from the various reports no new political issues were touched.
Clinton ran her usual focus group tested lies while Trump refrained from attacking her hard.
A huge mistake in my view. He can beat her by attacking her really, really hard, not on
issues but personality. Her disliked rate (like Trump’s) is over -40%. She is vulnerable on
many, many things in her past. Her foreign policy is way more aggressive than most voters
like.  Calling this back into mind again and again could probably send her below -50%. Who
told  him  to  leave  that  stuff  alone?  Trump  is  a  major  political  disruption.  He  should  have
emphasized that but he barely hinted at it for whatever reason.

The voters are served badly -if at all- by the TV debates in their current form. These do not
explain real choices. That is what this whole election circus should be about. But that is no
longer the case and maybe it never was.
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